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Price upon requestSale Luxury villa on the sea of Fano

Building Surface:

1.200Mq 

Land Surface:

3.000Mq 

Energetic class Status

Area Municipality Province Region Nation

Fano PU

Agency

Ville Casali Real EstateB

Mare Adriatico Pesaro Urbino Marches Italy

Luxury



DESCRIPTION

LUXURY VILLA FOR SALE ON THE SEA FANO (PESARO URBINO) MARCHE - ITALYLarge luxury villa for sale in Fano 

near the sea.

The property boasts a beautiful 3000 square meters. with tall trees that enclose it in an absolute privacy, the villa is located in 

close proximity to the sea and has a few km from Falconara Marittima.Elegantly furnished and well executed, the villa has a 

terrace overlooking the breathtaking sea.

The villa was completely renovated in 2003, the total area of ??approx. 1200, on the lot, there is still a 630 sqm building 

potential.The villa for sale is located in the central area, adjacent to the old town of Fano with services and excellent facilities, 

perfect for those who want the convenience of access to the sea and shops on foot.The city of Fano is famous for the great 

hospitality and for its carnival, the oldest in Italy, appears to be the third largest city by population in the region Marche, after 

Ancona and Pesaro, the city is located, albeit slightly, elevated above the above sea level, the shoreline is divided into Lido 

and Saxony, both with low coasts, the first sandy, the second gravel.

Fano is one of 70 cities that were awarded three sails. Therefore the reconfirmation of the recognition of the "blue flag" 

assigned to Fano places our city among the 100 best Italian seaside resorts.The awards such as the "Blue Flag" or "sails" of 

Legambiente are not mere symbolic recognition, but they are authentic testimonies of the high quality of life of the selected 

areas and have a direct impact on tourist flows.Fano also received the Blue Flag award of Approdi Tours 2008 at the marina 

Marina dei Cesari in Fano.

Externally the building is completely covered with bricks of high quality view, the external doors and windows are with electric 

shutters and wooden windows, interior wooden doors, parquet wood and linoleum floors, ceramic tiles for the bathrooms.PLAN 

basement 'CONSISTS OF: garage two places connected with balancing self electrified gates (windowed rooms), hall, technical 

room elevator, compartment wardrobe (access to the laundry), laundry (windowed), hallway, bathroom (first floor) , hall 

(multifunctional with direct access to the garden), bedroom / dining room, kitchen, living room (divisible into several rooms), 

cellar, pantry, inside stairway to the upper floor, a technical boiler room with direct independent access from ' 

external.GROUND FLOOR: The floor has three entrances: the main entrance porch, a secondary entrance terrace, staircase 

entrance directly to the kitchen, entrance hall with two built-in wardrobe rooms with four doors that serve as wardrobe, room 

currently used as a study, the secondary corridor ( connects staircase rising from the basement with ground floor entrance 

hall, main hall, dressing room + bathroom (first floor), kitchen with direct access to garden, dining room, living room with 

fireplace and porticosu two sides with 2 direct external access , TV / reading room, stairway to the upper floor.FIRST FLOOR: 

disengagement area where comes the staircase and the elevator, two rooms currently bedrooms both with terrace, bathrooms 

(3 floor) one with shower, one with shower and bath, one with shower and sauna, corridor main, master bedroom (divisible) 

with terrace on two sides and two accesses to the terrace, guest bedroom with direct access to a bathroom, another room 

used currently as a dressing room, terraces (2), stairs to the upper floor.SECOND FLOOR: landing with access to a living 

alone unit with ceiling tiles and wooden beams, hall, room with technical attacks to the kitchen, 1 bathroom, a double bed 

large room divisible into two rooms (a bedroom and a living room).

RAISED (TOWER): windowed environment all currently used as a gym with free access to the upper terrace.THESE 

VARIOUS: each floor is equipped with its own electrical panel, piped music, intercom communication between the various 

indoor environments, cabling wired to all the rooms, second floor with central heating, general heating system, connected to 

the network is designed to operate at different levels and independent, internal and perimeter alarm system, gazebo electrified, 

plant watering the garden, external lighting system from the top of the house, garden lighting, shelter garden equipment, lift 

basement / ground floor / first floor (not in use).
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